USING 3-POINT HITCH

The Category 1 3-point hitch consists of a upper link (A), draft links (B), draft link spring holder (C), lift links (D), and sway links (E).

The right lift link is adjustable as well as the upper link.

The draft link spring holder should be used when attachment is removed to keep draft links from moving laterally.

Put upper link up in hook latch (F) when not in use.

A—Upper Link       D—Lift Links
B—Draft Links       E—Sway Links
C—Spring Holder     F—Hook Latch

USING ROCKSHAFT CONTROL LEVER

The rockshaft control lever (A) is used to operate the 3-point hitch.

Move lever forward to lower hitch or rearward to raise hitch.

NOTE: Draft control lever (C)—1070 Tractor only. (See Using Draft Control in this section.)

The adjustable depth stop (B) can be adjusted to maintain implement operating depth:

- Operate implement a few minutes to determine desired operating height or depth. Then, loosen knob and move stop against lever.
- Tighten knob to keep stop in position. Implement will then operate in same position each time lever is pushed against stop.